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Sjecial Papers. ledge of bronze ? Can the carpenter, or the smith, him, it is not reasonable to expect success if the

or the shoemaker, knowing nothing of wood, or methode followed are not in harmony with this

iron, or leather, produce good articles for our daily mental activity. Spencer says, IPsychology dis-

THE BEARING OF PSYCHOLOGY ON use? If a knowledge of the properties of the closes to us a law of supply and demand, to which,

TEACHING.* material hie works on is BO important to the artist if we would not do harm, we must conform." And
and the artisan,is it of less value to the teacher ? No, again, " There is a natural process of mental evo-

BY MR. SCHOFIELD, PRINCIPAL OF THE ARGYLE a hundred times, no ! For not only are the teach- lution which is not to be disturbed without injury.
SCHOOL, WINNIPEG. er's ideals higher and more complex than those of We may not force on the unfolding mind our arti-

SUPPOSE yourselves in an art gallery, standing the artist, but his material is also more delicate and ficial forma." And while a knowledge of mental

before a statue-e.g. Monteverde's Columbus Sg difficult to mould. For he deals, not with gros, science is of such vital importance to the teacher

reaf is this boy of twelve, wrth ie head slightly dead matter, but with a living human soul. It is in what may be called hie positive work, it is cer-

raised and thrown forward, with his wistful, won- ever changing even while he works upon it. It is tainly not less important to him in what may per-

dering expression on his face, and the far-away look not quite the same to-day that it was yesterday or haps be termed his negative work, the rectification

in hiseeyes as he trie o sec ahe end of some long, that it will be to-morrow. It is not quite the same of mistakes and the correction of bad habits. For

long thougt that you step lightly lest you disturb in steady John, that it is in impetuous Harry or this knowledge helps him, by following the work-

him and ba f resolve to speak I him when be re- gentle Mary. ing of the child's mind, to discover the exact point

imades hbis readlng. In infancy the mental life of the child is occupied at which the mistake was made, and so enables

What does this or any sculpture imply in tbe mainly in the accumulation of percepts ; soon he him to rectify it in the easiest and- most effectual

Wculptore? Wat dors any work of art iresuppose býgins to form concepts ; and later, to compare way; and in a case of bad habits it enables him to

on the part of the artint? First, ho mut have had these in the operations of judgment and reasoning. make a mental and moral diagnosis of the case,
on teart of theatist Frst, heagmtn have hd All the while he has been acquiring new percepts, and so aide him in devising and applying the best
a clear ideal, created by' the imagination and pos- frming new conetrcligpvouthgtsemdfri.
sessing in the barmony of ils parts the elements of formn nwcncepts, recalling previcus thoughts remedy for it.

beauty; secondly, a strong impulse to give, as per- and impressions by memory, and forming new Take a few of the fundamental principles of good

fectly as possible, this ideal form v and permanence images in imagination. With the childish mind methods and sec how they are founded on factb

in some material substance; thirdly, a knowledge ever engaged in these complex mental processes disclosedby psychology. "We should proceed from

of the properties of this material ; and fourtwl, a the teacher bas to deal, and only because it is so the simple to the complex." Why ? Because the

knowledge of the methods by whicb is idealca engaged is he able to mould and train it. Surely child acquires ideas thus. " Our lesons should

best be embodied in il, and a practical knowledge then it is not necessary to say that he should know start in the concrete and end in the abstract."

of the tools to be used in the process. something of the operations of sense-perception ; Why ? Because the child begins by thinking of

The teacher is an artist: ay, if e be a true that he should understand the manner in which the concrete and ends by reaching the abstract.

teacher, he is the highest of aryists-almos a crea- abstract ideas and generalizations are formed ; that " We ehould proceed from the empirical to the

ter, And if wat bas been stated above be require- he sBhould be familiar with those laws of thought rational." Why ? Because the child first acquires

tor. And if wh ha nted aove ure which underlie the processes of inductive and de- through the senses a stock of ideas which, for con-
of tbe sculptor, the painter, or the architect, much ductive reasoning; or that be should have mastered venience, are ultimately arranged and condensed
more should that higher artist, the teacher, ossess the principles which govern the association of ideas into generalizations. " Children should be led to
equally correct ideals and equally good knowledge as shown in the operations of memory and the make their own investigations and draw their own

Firat, as to ideals. What are teachers aiming imagination ? A knowledge of these facts and laws conclusions." Why ? .ecause strength, mental

do? We can imagine Dr. Arnold replying, oWe of our mental life must be sought in intellectual as well as physical, comes only as the result of

aim to make ach individuel a perfect type of ful science. activity. A child exemplifies this fact from ite
aim to makeahmdiidual aperfectHtypert f ful But the teacher bas to deal with more than the earliest exhibition of consciousness. The presence
and rounded manhood or womanhood." Herbert intellect ; be should aim to purify and elevate the in aIl persons of uneasy sensations only relieved

live completely-to rightly rule conduc p in ail dir emotional nature. He should strive to promote by activity in work or play, the consciousness of

tiens and under aIl circumtances." One edu- right feeling no less than correct thinking ; power, the desire to exercise it, and the longing to

cational writer says, lWe should aim at the cod- know, aIl have the raison d' etre in the same fact.
catona wrtersay, "Weshold im t te cm- " That mind and soul, according well, It is for this reason that all spontaneous activity is

plete and. harmonious development of the pupil BO May make one music." plesurable ;an thf at nneractschool-
that aIl his faculties shall be brought into the This cultivation of feeling is an-indirect proces, pleasurble ; and therefre that in general chool-

-iniret pocesroom work ehould give pleasure to the pupil.
fullest vitelit>' and none of bis intellectual or moral.Tb abdiachneneuatnl
resources shal be wasted." Another says tbae we and, so fer as the teacher can carry it on, muet be There as been a radical change in educational

resou r odschal b od .ci t e r sa these accomplished chiefly through the medium of the methods during the last two or three decades.
aim at producing good citizenrs. But ail these imagination. What then are the relations between Compare the methods followed a generation ago

temt e t fulb nd rounded ranhood or c these two faculties ? How can one be influenced with those of the present time. Teaching by rote
For the type of full an ed bmhdow through the other ? Psychology must again give instead of training the child to observe and investi-
manhood will hive completely ; and complete living the answers to our questions. gate for himself ; teaching abstract definitions in-
isthe outcome of correct wilhng ; and wil ling, to be But the mind does more than think and feel, it stead of teaching by the concrete ; teaching gener-
correct, must have had ittsource n correct feeling, wills. And while correct thinking is good, and alizations instead of leading the child to make
and muet have been submitted to, and endorsed by right feeling better, the proper outcome of these them ; teaching him rules instead of helping him

cort impies the ful and barmonious devlop two, right willing, is best. The wil, toc, muet be to arrive at principles ; long hours and long lessons
certainl hes ite and moioueo trained. But aIl will training is indirect, effected instead of short houre and frequent changes of
ment cf ail the intellectua and moral faculties. Bthrough the emotions and the intellect. What work ; the forcing procese instead of the natural
That such an individuel will be a gcood citizen gos then is the interdependence of these thrce faculties ? and spontaneous activity of healthy mental life ; a
without sayimg. And here we come face to face How is the will ineited to action by the emotions? total disregard of the natural likes and dislikes of
with our subject. What constltutes this harmonious How does thought restrain it or give it additional the pupil inetead of some attention to that index of

moral? W at is the proper correltion between impulse ? How can the impulses of the will be best healthy activity-pleasure. In brief, there bas

volition, and though, and feeling Hon betwe subjected to the dictates of reason and conscience ? been an increasing conformity to the method of
voepein ond bthugh, and fe h How does one How can the intellect be prevented from keeping nature, a growing perception of the fact that na-

t otherse are pshlcieh pbflu- these impulses under consideration so long that the ture's methods-which are God's methode-are
ence the others ? These are psychological prob- impulse itself vanishes ? What is the relative wisest and best. As one of the most acute thinkers
lems, and in psychology alone can we fnd their value of motives as incentives to action ? What is of our time has said, " In education we are finding
solution. their moral value? How can good motives be that success in teaching is achieved only by ren-

It is no easy task wich the teacher .underteakes. fostered and bad motives repressed ? In short, dering our methods subservient to that spontaneous
His ideals are more complex and dfficult to reaize how can the best motives be kept before the mind, unfolding which ail minds go through in their pro-
than those of th artist. The latter strives to re- and how can the will be made to act from them at gress to maturity." For this better knowledge of
present some one phase of thogt, or feeling, or aIl times ? Before the teacher can know the nature's methods we are largely indebted to psy-
charteact or action. The Apollo Belvidere, n material upon which he works well enough to do chology; and as that science becomes more scien-
ils exact and symmetrical development of muscle effectual and systematic will-training, a thousand tific and more generally studied, we may expect
and limb, in ies grace and dignity of pose, is bbc and one such questions muet be asked, and it is to improvement in teaching methods to follow Pari
ideal cf physique ; there is m the Leocoon the most mental science that we muet look for their answers. Passu,. I do not say that a teacher cannot adopt
itense feeling ; unconquered and unconquerable Even it is not sufficient, for it gives general prin- and follow good methods without a knowledge of

will is shown im the Dyîng Glediator; Monteverde ciples only ; and these must be supplemented by psychology; but I do say that be will follow them
bas made hie Columbus the representation cf deep the results of the most critical introspection and more intelligently and succesefully, if ho is ac-

end concentrated tougb. In these master-pieces the closest observation of the workings of othere' quainted with the facts and principles of the science

stded. But teh temcber's ideal is mny-sided. Hoe minds. The facts and laws of mental science are upon which they are based.

side. ut the tneacher' indal sthe perfection meaningless, unless we find them illustrated in our Fourthly, as to the means by which the teacher-
strives to reanze i each ndividuel the pe own mental life, the operations of the minds of artist's material is to be moulded ta the form of hie
cf thought, and feeling, and will, and physique. tChers can be scientifically interpreted only by aid ideal. This brings up aIl the qnestions in regard

enough; dby, muet ber upplemented b>' prncticl of some knowledge of mental science as a key. to studies, discipline, etc. What, apart from its

knowedge. Could Michael Angele bave reared Thirdly, as to methods. It may be laid down as bread-and-butter value, is the man-making worth

edecf St. Peters, ud d hoe known nothing e a general principle that aIl good methods in teach- of any study ? This must be determined by the
the domen ing must be based on and in harmony with the answer to a few questions like the following:-
marble; or Guida bave painted the Crucifitxion, facts and laws of mental activity; and that ail What faculty or faculties does the study exercise ?
knowing nothig of colours ; or Bartholdi have methods which cannot bejustified on psychological Does this boy or girl or this class of boys and girls
wrought out a Goddess of Liberty, had be no know- grounds are presumably bad. For since it is only require that faculty or those faculties to be devel-

*Read before the last meeting of the Winnipeg Teachers'Associa- by taking advantage of the naturel activity of the oped ? le the proposed study the best for the pur-
on. child's mmd that the teacher je able to educate pose ? At what period in the child's school life


